Abstract-This paper presents a self-creating neural network in which a conservation principle is incorporated with the competitive learning algorithm to harmonize equi-probable and equi-distortion criteria [1]. Each node is associated with a measure of vitality which is updated after each input presentation. The total amount of vitality in the network at any time is 1, hence the name conservation. Competitive learning based on a vitality conservation principle is near-optimum, in the sense that problem of trapping in a local minimum is alleviated by adding perturbations to the learning rate during node generation processes. Combined with a procedure that redistributes the learning rate variables after generation and removal of nodes, the competitive conservation strategy provides a novel approach to the problem of harmonizing equi-error and equiprobable criteria. The training process is smooth and incremental, it not only achieves the biologically plausible learning property, but also facilitates systematic derivations for training parameters. Comparison studies on learning vector quantization involving stationary and nonstationary, structured and nonstructured inputs demonstrate that the proposed network outperforms other competitive networks in terms of quantization error, learning speed, and codeword search efficiency.
operation and require little storage. When applied to training a neural network, competitive learning algorithms may assume M nodes for which input connection weights are randomly initialized with ndimension vectors w w w i (0); i = 1; 11 1M: The algorithm then iterates a number of times through the training data, updating the weight vectors after each successive input presentation. The value of w w w i (t) denotes the connection weight between node i and the input vector at time t: In its simplest form, the output of i th node is given by yi = 1; if d(x(t); w i (t)) d(x(t); w j (t)) i 6 = j and j = 1; 111 M 0; otherwise (1) and the weight vectors w w w i (t) (or known as reference vectors) are updated by w w w i (t + 1) = w w w i (t) + (t)[x(t) 0 w w w i (t)]y i (2) where (t) is known as the learning rate which normally is decayed gradually to zero for the purpose of convergence. In this paper, the rule prescribed by (1) and (2) is referred to as the simple competitive learning algorithm.
In the weight space, each node is represented as a point located in coordinates specified by its associated weight vector, the effect of the updating in (2) is input approximation, i.e., moving the weight vector of the winning node toward the input vector. Based on a specified criterion or multiple criteria [1] , the input space is divided into M disjoint partitions (or regions) S i : For example, if the input density function f x (x(t)) is known, the commonly adopted criterion is to minimize the mean squared error
2 (x(t); w i )f x (x(t)) dx (3) where d is the Euclidean distance between the input vector and the reference vector. In practice, we often do not know the form of input distributions. However, the winner-take-all approach in (1) and (2) statistically tends to decrease MSE, even when f x (x(t)) is not available.
A problem with the simple competitive learning algorithm is that nodes far away from any input vector may never win, and eventually end up being dead nodes. Kohonen's self-organizing feature map (SOFM) [2] is powerful in creating topological maps (i.e., data visualization) and in clustering input patterns adaptively. Although SOFM employs the winner-take-quota strategy to alleviate the dead-node problem, performance of SOFM is greatly affected by the selection of neighborhood function. Because the region of neighborhood decays as training proceeds (and becomes rigid eventually), chances of having dead nodes still exist. In addition, it has been shown that ill-adjusted neighborhoods may cause the SOFM to perform poorly especially for multidimensional [9] and complex input distributions [10] .
Later, based on a conscience principle [24] , Ahalt et al. [3] proposed frequency sensitive competitive learning (FSCL) that successfully achieves nearly equal node-utilization under the equi-probable principle. In selecting the winning node, the distance measure d(x; w) is multiplied by a fairness function, so that lesser winning nodes unlikely end up as dead nodes. However, FSCL shows some defects. First, like the LBG algorithm, FSCL (and SOFM too) cannot solve the so-called stability-plasticity dilemma; i.e., the weight vector cannot adapt neatly in cases where the sequence of input vectors is nonstationary. Moreover, because FSCL and SOFM networks use a global learning rate (t) that follows a monotonically decaying 1083 Quantization results by (c) SOFM, (d) the simple competitive, and (e) FSCL. Simulation used the recommended parameters in the related literature (see [2] and [3] ).
procedure [2] , trapping in a local minimum is inevitable in these networks.
To illustrate how the networks described above perform in dealing with the stability-plasticity dilemma, we used two sets of Gaussian data to simulate a nonstationary input. For t < 20 000 the input statistics is (x = y = 150; x = y = 30) as shown in Fig. 1(a) ; but after t = 20 000 the input statistics change to ( x = y = 50; x = y = 20) as shown in Fig. 1(b) . There are 1000 sample points in both Fig. 1(a) and (b), and the task is to represent these data with 64 codewords (i.e., 64 nodes). Since each time unit represents one input vector presentation, t = 20 000 corresponds to 20 iterations. Fig. 1(c) -(e) shows the results after 40 training iterations using three different vector quantizers, namely SOFM, the simple competitive learning algorithm, and FSCL. In Fig. 1(c) , despite the neighborhood learning is employed in SOFM, there are very few nodes that can successfully adapt to the new input distribution after t = 20 000: In fact, due to (t) ! 0 and the rigid neighborhood after t = 20000; nearly all nodes were unable to move around and end up as dead nodes. Likewise, inactive nodes due to too small learning rate after t > 20 000 explain the poor performances by the simple competitive learning algorithm and FSCL, although FSCL shows a little bit better learning capability. Therefore, none of these networks are suitable for handling nonstationary inputs.
The networks described above have one thing in common: they all need to pre-specify the network size M and hence are not selfcreating. Usually there is no a priori information available to estimate an appropriate M in advance. One often realizes only at the end of simulations that a different value of M would have been more proper. A solution to this stability-plasticity dilemma is to determine size of the network during the training process in an incremental fashion. The SPAN model [11] adapts a two-dimensional (2-D) lattice structure to follow the input statistics. The criterion of addition and deletion of nodes is based on dynamic estimations of MSE using a moving average filter, a rather computationally intensive approach. More recently, the network named SCONN2 [4] employs an activation level to adaptively control the generation of new nodes. It has been shown that SCONN2 can represent structured input data more effectively than SOFM. However, because no removal mechanism of nodes is supported by SCONN2, learning nonstationary inputs without dead nodes is impossible, as implied in the results of Fig. 1 . Also, since SCONN2 uses a fixed learning rate, smooth tuning of the weight vectors is difficult after the network has grown to a specified size.
Another self-creating network GCS (growing cell structures) [5] also improves over SOFM in data visualization. In GCS, every node has a local resource variable, and new nodes are inserted between the node with the highest resource value and its farthest direct neighbor. As in SCONN2, the network structure of GCS is determined by the input nature, and the growth process can be continued until a specified criterion is met. In applying GCS to learning vector quantization [19] , nodes that have not been best-matching units after one iteration will be deleted. Hence, if the input distribution changes, several unmatched nodes may be deleted simultaneously. Although the triangle structures [5] associated with the deleted nodes might have been destroyed during the deletion process, it is easy to determine the proper insertion positions for newly generated nodes. This results in quick training speed in learning nonstationary vector quantization, e.g., the one shown in Fig. 1 . Still, certain points are worth noting. First, under the equi-error principle, the input distortion [i.e., the d in (3)] is employed [19] to update the resource variable when applying GCS to learning vector quantization. This strict measure may result in unsatisfactory node-utilization, especially in cases where harmonizing the equi-error and equi-probable criteria is the goal. Moreover, one major feature of GCS is that all training parameters are constants, values for which are determined by empirical experience. In some situations these heuristically given parameter values may not always yield satisfactory results.
The present paper approaches self-creating neural networks using what is termed a vitality conservation (VC) principle. Each node is assigned a time-varying winning frequency variable, i.e., vitality. The basic idea of vitality is to estimate winning frequency of each individual node so that nodes which are excessively or rarely (in a relative sense) accessed can be determined. From (1) and (2), the winner is the only node that has the right to update its weight vector. Hence, a larger vitality indicates its associated node being more active, and vice versa. The conservation idea stems from our previous work [18] on learning stationary vector quantization. The total amount of vitality in the proposed network at any time is a constant, hence the name conservation. Combined with a procedure that redistributes the learning rate variables after generation/removal, the conservation principle not only provides a novel approach to the problem of harmonizing equi-error and equi-probable criteria [1] , it also facilitates systematic derivations for various training parameters. The proposed VC network aims to be 1) fast in computation time; 2) flexible enough for handling both stationary and nonstationary inputs; 3) smooth and incremental so that it can overcome the dead-node problem, stability-plasticity dilemma, and deficiency of local minimum. To begin with, the paper proposes an incremental procedure (based on vitality conservation) for determining whether to generate/remove nodes. We then show how the conservation principle is incorporated with the simple competitive learning algorithm to allow the network, in response to input statistics changes, to self-develop to a specified network size. A further feature of the paper is that a search algorithm is proposed for optimizing the codebook search efficiency. Thus the main contributions of the paper are the proposal of vitality conservation principle incorporated with a competitive learning algorithm to facilitate training a simple and efficient self-creating network, applying the network to online learning vector quantization, contrasting its performance and other self-creating networks and further validation through simulation studies.
In Section II, we first introduce the concept of vitality, and describe how the conservation principle is incorporated with the simple competitive learning algorithm to develop a self-creating network in an incremental fashion. Important learning parameters including the learning rate are systematically derived. In particular, the control strategy of the nonglobal learning rate is described. Section III proposes an algorithm for performing optimal search in a codebook. Section IV presents the simulation studies of vector quantization applications involving input density matching and image coding. Comparisons of the VC network, SOFM, FSCL, SCONN2, and GCS-2 (a modified version of GCS especially for learning vector quantization) are conducted. In Section V, we in particular contrast the VC network and GCS-2 in various aspects. We believe that doing this will shed more light on the utility of the vitality conservation network. Finally concluding remarks are given.
II. PRINCIPLE OF VITALITY CONSERVATION
As mentioned, due to insufficient information on input data, determining a proper network size in advance is difficult, if not impossible. Therefore, it is desirable to have a self-creating network that has a variable number of nodes and problem-dependent structure. In the following we introduce the conservation principle and demonstrate how it can be incorporated with the simple competitive learning algorithm to approach the most important issue in developing a selfcreating network, namely the mechanism that determines when and where to generate or to remove a node during the training process.
A. Vitality and the Self-Creating Mechanism
Define vitality k (t) as the measure of winning frequency of k th node after tth input presentation. In VC, once a k th node is a selected as the winner, not only is its weight vector updated, its vitality is also increased by an amount of 1 + (t): On the other hand, an amount of 1 0 (t) will be subtracted from the vitality of nonwinning nodes.
In this sense, vitality represents a priori probability of a node being winning at the time the input vector is presented. Considering that integrating an arbitrary probability density function is 1; it follows that vitality conservation can be stated as
where M (t) is the total number of nodes at time t: Given an initial vitality k (0); the vitality k (t) at time t can be formulated as
where W k (i) = 1; if k th node wins at time i 0; otherwise.
After each input presentation, vitality of the winner is checked; if it is larger than the threshold, that winner will generate a son node. The mother/son pair will then equally share the original vitality of the mother node. Thus, the following parameters are vital in developing a VC network:
1 + =increment in vitality for a winning node; 1 0 =decrement in vitality for a non-winning node; born (t) =dynamic threshold for node-generation; int =initial vitality: To resolve these parameters, we start by letting k (0) = init = initial vitality of k th node, k = 1;2111;M(0): Considering that all nodes should have never seen any input initially, it makes sense to assume all nodes have identical initial winning probability. Thus, k (0) = (1=M(0)): From (4), we have 1 (5) can be rewritten as
Next, to find the solution for 1 0 (t); we proceed by considering the extreme case in which the k th node never wins. Because k (t) 0 for t 0; the middle term of (6) is always 0. Hence, lim t!1 ((1=M(0))06 t i=0 1 0 (i)) converges to 0 with probability 1. Thus, the following exponential function with a decaying rate can be used as the solution for 1 0 (t) 1 0 (t) = 1 M (0) e 0t ; and it follows that
After each input presentation, all nodes update their values of vitality. We assume at t = m 0 1 the vitality of a winning node k (m 0 1) born : Considering the fact that equal partitioning of the probability space yields maximum entropy [12] , it follows that the original vitality of the mother node should be equally shared by the mother/son pair after the new son node is generated. Hence, the vitality of the mother node and the son node after generation is given by
As to the threshold born (t); it is easily seen that (1=M(t)) < born (t) < 1 must hold for the generation process to work properly. This can be understood by recalling the initial vitality = 1=M(0) and the equal-division of vitality in (9) . Naturally, a VC network with a smaller born (t) grows faster than the one with a larger born (t): As born (t) is a function of M (t), clearly the generation of a new node in VC is statistically-based, rather than deterministic as in GCS [5] .
After a new node is generated, the coordinates of the present input vector are used as the insertion place for the new node. This simple insertion strategy has advantages of saving computation time, and avoiding the likelihood of having dead nodes. Fig. 2 illustrates this generation process. Fig. 2 (a) shows a 2-D structured input data with four nodes. Initially each node (marked as a circle) has 1/4 in vitality value (the bold area), as shown in Fig. 2(b) . As the training proceeds, Fig. 2(c) shows that the node located at the denser local density receives larger vitality accumulation, and vice versa. As can be seen in Fig. 2(d) , the node with vitality larger than born will generate a new node, and share its vitality with the new node. Fig. 3 depicts how vitality (without thresholding) relates to the true winning frequency. Input training data is a set of 2-D computer generated Gaussian samples of ( x = y = 100; x = y = 50):
Node by node, the winning frequency and the vitality are compared. It is clear that vitality asymptotically follows the trend of the winning frequency. One should note, however, that vitality values shown in Fig. 3 are without thresholding. The violent fluctuations in winning frequency in fact reveal the under-utilization problem from which many competitive learning networks suffer. It has been shown that good node-utilization is essential in achieving good quantization results [3] and quality density matching [9] . This problem can be easily solved by using the vitality conservation principle. To see this, the same Gaussian data in Fig. 3 was used to train two networks: one has invariable network size M (0) = 64; the other uses born (t) = 2=M(t) and grows from M (0) = 5 to M f = 64 when training is complete. Fig. 4 compares the resulting vitality node-by-node in both networks. As can be seen, there exist many spikes in the vitality histogram of the network that provides no self-creating capability, whereas there are no spikes in the self-creating network.
B. Redistribution of Learning Rates
Most competitive learning networks use a global learning rate k (t); whose initial value init has great effect on the final training results. As noted by Kohonen [2] , init can be determined by trialand-error on a case-by-case basis. Usually 0 < init < 1; and init is monotonically decayed by a constant : However, too large a value in will result in pre-matured training, and too small value in will result in too slow convergence. To solve this dilemma, we let 
From (11), k (t) with factor defined in (10) is irrelevant to the number of input vectors. To proceed, we note that division in vitality during the node-generation process in a sense has the effect of repartitioning the original Voronoi space [6] associated with the mother node. In order to make this re-partitioning process as quickly as possible, in VC learning rates of the new node and its mother node are re-initialized to init: In addition, if the neighboring nodes around the mother/son can also react to the new situation more quickly incurred by the node-generation, then the resulting quantization error can be decreased.
Without loss of generality, we consider a 2-D uniform input stretching from (0, 0) to (n; m): Assuming 12 codewords (i.e., nodes)
are used, it can be shown that the mean Voronoi space of each codeword is (n 3 m)=12 with diameter (0) ((n 2 m)=12) 1=2 : For simplicity, when a new node is generated, learning rates of its neighboring nodes are increased by an amount 1 k given by 1 k / e 0(d =(t))
As training proceeds, the dynamic equation of (t) for N -dimension input data with length s in each dimension is approximated by
Thus, letting min = the stop learning rate, the local dynamic learning rate k (t) in VC can be stated as follows:
when t = 0; or k th node is a new born node; or k th node is a mother node at time t:
maxfmin;minfinit;( k (t 0 1) + I(t)1 k )gg;
otherwise (14) where the indicator function (14) provides dynamic perturbations in k (t) during the training process. While the decay factor guarantees the longterm decreasing trend in k (t); the intermittent perturbations caused by node generation/removal can help avoid trapping in a local minimum. The redistribution of learning rate variables and the division in vitality, together create one important property of our VC network: harmonizing learning quality and growing speed. This is because too many nodes generated at the earlier stage of training will force the network to spend more computation time to complete an iteration. With (14) and the division in vitality after a new node is generated, the VC network attempts to keep growing speed and learning quality in balance as training proceeds, in the sense that a next new son node will not be generated until enough input presentations have been presented to the current new node. Note that implementation of (14) is computationally efficient, because the input distortion d k has been obtained earlier in selecting the winner node.
Finally, once M (t) grows to the pre-specified M f ; the learning rate will globally decay, the network then enters the stage of fine-tuning and eventually converges in less than ln( min 0 init = ln() input presentation.
The balance in growing speed and learning quality is demonstrated in the simulations results in Fig. 5 where a Gaussian input ( = 100; = 30) was used. Two VC networks were both initialized with M (0) = 5 and init = 0:25; but one network used = 0:1 and the other = 0:01: The averaged learning rates avg for both networks were recorded. Unlike the monotonically decreasing learning rate in SOFM, the averaged rate avg shows fluctuating behavior until the networks grow to M f : The fluctuations provide perturbations needed for getting out of a local minimum, hence resulting in better learning quality (at the expense of using more iterations) than otherwise if a monotonically decreasing learning rate is used. Comparatively, at the 31st iteration (= 1:42 s) the network with = 0:1 shows no more increase in avg; indicating M f = 64 has been reached. For = 0:01; this condition occurs at the 64th iteration (= 2:64 s). Clearly, the network with = 0:1 has faster speed in nodegeneration, yet with larger value in MSE (= 64:22) than the network with = 0:01:
C. Periodically Refreshing in 1 + (t) and 1 0 (t)
To proceed, we note two things. First, the growth rate of VC depends not only on and born ; it is also affected by the input distribution nature. Therefore, one must make sure, regardless of the input distributions, that a VC network can continually grow until a specified MSE is reached or the network size has reached a specified M f : Secondly, a VC network cannot properly handle nonstationary inputs if 1 + (t) ! 0 or if it lacks the ability of node-substitution.
In the following discussions, we solve both problems by introducing periodicity into the vitality dynamics. Given a finite M f ; it is necessary to replace the least useful node with a new node so that the network can adapt to input statistics changes. This necessity in fact was implied in Fig. 1 where immobility of FSCL and SOFM were shown. Recall that in (8) 1 + (t) decays exponentially as training proceeds. If 1 + (t) ! 0; no new nodes will be generated. To revive the node-generation capability while preserving the vitality conservation, both 1 + (t) and 1 0 (t) are reinitialized at the beginning of a new period kT;
i.e., where t > kT and k = 1;2;3111: (15) In general, T = 1 or 2 iterations is sufficient for most input data distributions. Note that when a new period starts, initial vitality of each node normally will not equal 1=M(0) as in the first period. This is because after one period of training, local vitality of each node would have been altered. In vector quantization applications [20]- [22] , the more codewords a codebook has, the less distortion in the reconstructed signal. However, in practice (e.g., in very low bit rate image coding), only limited codebook size is permitted. Hence, provision of nodesubstitution is crucial in cases where the inputs are nonstationary. In VC, a node with very small vitality indicates that it is rarely accessed by the inputs, and it is necessary to replace less representative nodes with other more representative nodes in order to minimize distortions in the reconstructed signals. Assume a VC network that has already grown to M f and at the same time there exists a node with vitality born : In that case a new node will be generated to substitute for the least vitality node. In addition, the neighboring nodes [identified by (13) ] react to the node substitution by modifying their learning rates, namely small perturbations as prescribed by (12) Fig. 6 shows another interesting property of VC resulting from node-substitution. We can see that MSE decreases rapidly as training proceeds until the seventy-fifth iteration at which point the network has grown to 64 nodes; after then MSE steadily oscillates over a small range due to node-substitution. For stationary inputs such as the Lena image, this property of narrow-band oscillation in MSE may not be useful, and the function of nodesubstitution can be disabled. However, when it comes to nonstationary inputs, the bounded oscillation within a narrow band in energy landscape can keep the network alive to adapt to input statistics changes. To verify, we used the same input data as in Fig. 1(a) and (b) to train a VC network, and the quantization results at first, twentieth, thirtieth, and fortieth iteration are shown in Fig. 7(a)-(d) , respectively. By comparing Fig. 1 with Fig. 7 , we clearly see that VC not only follows the input statistics changes, but it also eliminates dead nodes by using the removal/substitution mechanism. With the property of narrow-band oscillation, the adaptation capability of the VC network in response to the nonstationary input can be vividly seen in the transition of Fig. 7(b)-(d) . Self-organizing networks such as SOFM, SPAN, and SCONN2 all rigorously defined the neighborhood structure in different ways. For vector quantization tasks, however, it can be shown that the tree-structure in SCONN2 cannot guarantee that nodes with shorter distances have parent-child relation, global search is inevitable in this scheme. SOFM, in which the adjacent nodes are defined as the left, right, upper and lower neighbors of the center node, cannot overcome this problem either, especially when the input dimension is larger than the dimension of the lattice space. SPAN also suffers a similar problem in addition to its computationally intensive lattice rearrangement during annihilation/coalition process. In the following we loosely define a neighborhood structure for the VC network. In particular, a search algorithm that makes local search possible is presented. Jointly they can achieve optimal codeword search in VC networks. For other applications, such as topology preserving maps, excellent works regarding neighborhood structure definition can be found in [25] , [26] .
For our purpose, a linkage indicator`i ;j ; 1 i; j M (t) is used to denote whether there exists a linkage between i th and j th nodes, i.e.,`i ;j = 1 or`i ;j = 0: For simplicity, we may define the diameter of a neighborhood function to be two or three times in (13) . As seen earlier, a larger vitality implies a denser distributed region around the associated codeword. Because in denser area, nodes are closer to each other than in sparser areas, the neighborhood radius Ri for i th node is thus defined as
where C is a positive constant. Larger C tends to yield more linkages in the network. Table I presents the algorithm for building the network linkages. To ensure uninterrupted searching, it is required that a node with no neighboring node must be linked to its closest node (Step 2 in Table I ), i.e., no isolated nodes (without any neighbors) are allowed. One should note that distances between the input vector and the reference vectors (the weight vectors associated with nodes) have been computed earlier in the training process. In addition, the local property that a winning node must be very close to the input vector can be employed to simplify the computation. For convenience, we use a neighborhood graph matrix Q Q Q to record the neighborhood linkages between nodes. From Table I , Q Q Q must be asymmetric because linkages between nodes are unidirectional in nature. To see this, assume that node i is too far to be the neighbor of node j; further assume node i has no neighboring nodes within the radius R i : Since we require that there must be at least one path that connects to any arbitrary node, if j th node happens to be the closest node to i th node, then`i ;j = 1 and`j ;i = 0:
To optimize the search efficiency, we also developed an algorithm which is presented in Table II . Given an input vector x(t); the algorithm uses Q Q Q to determine a near-optimal codeword for an arbitrary input vector. Let the initial trial codeword be the k th node. Initially, the trial codeword can be randomly chosen. Within the neighborhood of the k th node, we search for the node n which is closest to x(t) and set node n to be the next trial codeword. Again, scan the neighborhood of node n to find the node closest to x(t): This procedure is repeated until no better trial codeword can be found, and the converged trail node is the representing codeword of the input vector x(t): In many input distributions such as images where input changes gradually, the locality property guarantees the convergence to a best codeword. Fig. 8 graphically illustrates how the searching algorithm works. Given an initial trial node A and the input vector x(t) as shown in Fig. 8(a) , the search algorithm examines neighborhoods in order of A; B; C; D; E; and finally node F: The algorithm is efficient because it only needs to calculate and compare distances for nodes locally confined within the neighborhood. Better yet, if the next input x(t + 1) happens to be close to x(t); as shown in Fig. 8(b) , the algorithm can quickly find the final winner node E: Many input data used in practical applications, e.g., motion pictures, have this locality property.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
This section compares performances of VC and other networks (i.e., GCS-2, SOFM, SCONN2, FSCL) in two applications of vector quantization: matching input density and in image coding. The input training vectors used for density matching is a set of structured 2-D input distributions, whereas the Lena image is used for image coding. All simulations presented in this paper were conducted on a Pentium-133 PC. Throughout, M f denotes the codebook size.
The original version of GCS-2, GCS, is well known for its simplicity in implementation and the fractal growth property useful for creating topological mappings [5] . The self-creating mechanism of GCS is controlled by a local resource counter i(t) which represents the number of input signals that a node has been a winning unit. After each input presentation, GCS updates the connection weights by using the winner-take-quota strategy; i(t) of the winning node is incremented by 1, then all counters are decayed by a factor of ; 0 < < 1: After fixed adaptation steps (i.e., input presentations) ; a new node is inserted between the node with the largest resource value and its farthest direct neighbor. Under this equi-probable principle, GCS inserts a new node in such a way that the expected value of a certain measure becomes equal for all nodes. It has to be pointed out, that certain modifications [19] are required in applying GCS to vector quantization: 1) replacing the constant 1 with the squared quantization error when updating the i (t) of the winning node. Thus, new nodes are not near those that best match the input signals. Rather, they are near those nodes the input signals of which are very different from their reference vectors; 2) loosening the triangle-structure to allow isolated nodes; 3) allowing deletion operations on nodes that have not been bestmatching units during a complete iteration. In this paper, the modified GCS is referred to as GCS-2. Although GCS-2 has been shown well suited [5] , [19] for learning data visualization, still some improvements can be made when applying GCS-2 to learning vector quantization, and we will discuss them in Section V.
A. Matching the Input Density
Performance of VC in density matching is compared with those of SOFM, SCONN2, and GCS-2. Training parameters in VC are: Fig. 9 where denotes a dead node, and ! denotes a heavily accessed node. It can be seen in Fig. 9(a) that there exist dead nodes in SOFM, whereas in Fig. 9 (b) and 9(c) there can be seen many heavily accessed nodes in SCONN2 and GCS-2. On the other hand, a much better density matching results from using VC can be seen in Fig. 9(d) , indicating that VC outperforms SCONN2 and GCS-2 in node-utilization. In terms of computation speed, training of 50 iterations (denoted by T 50 ) takes 15.10 s in VC, 36.85 s in GCS-2, 40.04 s in SOFM, and 45.76 s in SCONN2. In fact, it only takes 11.45 s (corresponding to 38 iterations) for VC to achieve MSE = 50.02. Thus, compared to other networks, the VC network is capable of achieving better density matching performance without intensive computations. From these results, we also verify that added perturbations in the local-type learning rate (during node generation/removal process) indeed help avoiding trapping in the local minimum.
B. Image Coding
Applications of vector quantization (VQ) in coding images can be seen in many papers [13] [14] [15] [16] . Recently, efficient image coding techniques have become more and more important in multimedia video transmission [17] . A simple way to apply VQ to image coding is to decompose a sampled image into numerous square blocks of fixed size, and formulate these blocks as training vectors. A typical digital gray-image has a resolution of 8 bpp (bits per pixel) before quantization. The goal of VQ in image coding is to reduce the bitrate (e.g., 0.5 bpp) without perceptible loss of picture quality in the reconstructed image at the receiver end. To compare performance of different VQ's, several measures have been proposed [10] , [13] . Among them, the mean square error (MSE) and entropy are the two most commonly used. Specifically, the MSE of an N 1 2 N 2 image is calculated by
where x(i; j) and x(i; j) denote the original and the reconstructed pixel intensity respectively. The entropy H(s) is defined as
H(s) has its maximum value when all p i are equal. It has been
shown that criteria in (17) and (18) are equivalent only in the limit sense [6] , namely when the input dimension n ! 1; the codebook that maximizes H(S) also minimizes MSE. Therefore, in practice, it is not possible to achieve minimizing MSE and maximizing entropy simultaneously. It is, however, possible to design a VQ that harmonizes equi-error and equi-probable criteria [1] . Table III compares the node-generation speed in VC, SCONN2, and GCS-2. As can be seen, SCONN2 has the fastest growing speed, followed by GCS-2 and VC. But VC has the best MSE performance at the time the process of node-generation is complete. Then the networks enter the stage of fine-tuning until convergence is reached. After training is complete, the results are presented in Table IV . Clearly, VC outperforms others in terms of both MSE and the convergence speed. Faster convergence in VC is due to the fact that it has fewer nodes at the early training stage, as compared with SCONN2 and GCS-2. Here, it is important to note that different networks require different computation time to complete a training iteration. With M f = 64; MSE in VC improves 6.14% over SCONN2 and 5.95% over GCS-2 which are known as two best neural VQ's so far. These results also agree with our previous claim that VC can harmonize learning quality and training speed. Pictorially, Fig. 10(a)-(f) show the original Lena and the reconstructed images from using VC, SCONN2, SOFM, FSCL, and GCS-2, respectively. The computational advantage of VC can be further exemplified by increasing the codebook size M f to 256. Table V shows this result. Comparing Tables IV and V confirms that minimizing MSE and maximizing entropy conflict to each other with limited input dimension n. For example, FSCL which emphasizes equal nodeutilization has best entropy performance, but nearly worst MSE performance. On the other hand, results in Tables IV and V also indicate that VC can efficiently harmonize (17) and (18) .
V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Just as the activation level which is used as a resource indicator for determining the insertion of a new node in SCONN2, the vitality of VC and the signal counter i (t) of GCS-2 serve a similar purpose of facilitating the self-creating capability. There exist, however, differences in characteristics between GCS-2 and VC that result in the performance discrepancy shown in Tables IV and V. This section explores the similarities and dissimilarities between VC and GCS-2 [5] . It further highlights the utility of VC in several applications and concludes the paper. 
A. Weight Update Strategy-WTA versus WTQ
The weight update strategy used in GCS-2 (and GCS) is the winnertake-quota (WTQ), whereas it is the winner-take-all (WTA) strategy used in VC. In WTQ the winning node as well as its neighbors have the right to update their weights. To compare, we used Gaussian input distributions with various from 20 to 60 to train these two networks.
After 50 iterations, the results of MSE are shown in Table VI , where it can be seen that VC outperforms GCS-2 in all cases. These results lead us to infer that the quantization error of GCS-2 can be decreased if a WTA strategy is employed. To verify, the learning rate of winner's neighbors " n is changed to a very small value (e.g., 0.000 01), in that case the behavior of WTQ will be close to the WTA strategy (i.e., weights of neighbors are nearly not updated). Note, in [5] , " b = 0:002 is the suggested learning rate value for the winning node. To see the effect of changing the value of "n; we used Gaussian ( = 150; = 30) as input data, and the result is shown in Fig. 11 . Obviously, the smaller the value of " n ; the smaller the value of MSE.
B. Sensitivity in Training Parameters
One of the major features in GCS-2 (and GCS) is the prevailing use of fixed parameters, including the number of adaptation steps : GCS-2 always generates a new node after steps of input presentations. This deterministic-type approach in generating nodes has the advantage of implementation simplicity. However, the performance of GCS-2 can be greatly influenced by using different values of ; which is an inflexibility in practical applications. We tested the sensitivity of to the performance under different values of : Fig. 12(a) and   (b) show the results of MSE when Gaussian and structured input distributions were used, respectively. The dash-line in Fig. 12 is the regression line of the resulting MSE. Both Fig. 12(a) and (b) show up-and-down behavior in MSE as increases. Although in the case of Gaussian distribution increasing produces more smooth behavior in MSE, the overall trend is that larger tends to worsen the MSE performance in GCS-2. We conclude that GCS-2 is quite sensitive to changes of the variable, especially in learning vector quantization. In contrast, node-generation in VC is determined by comparing the winning node's vitality with a threshold variable born (t) after each input presentation. As born (t) is a function of the present number of nodes, our VC model is statistically determined by the input data nature. We tested the sensitivity of born (t) and using Gaussian input data, shown in Fig. 13 illustrates the much more steady behavior of parameter sensitivity in the VC network. Finally, we note that the learning rate of a winning node " b is a constant in GCS-2, whereas the learning rate i (t) in VC is a time-varying variable which is dynamically adjusted to the input distribution. As mentioned, the intermittent perturbations caused by node generation/removal can help avoid trapping in a local minimum. In contrast, our simulation results (not shown here) indicated that a large fixed learning rate (e.g., 0.8) in GCS-2 may cause oscillations during the second phase of training process (i.e., after all required nodes are generated).
C. Harmonizing Equi-Error and Equi-Probable Criteria
To contrast the performance of VC, GCS, and GCS-2 in harmonizing equi-error and equi-probable criteria, we use two sets of data, i.e., Input 1 and Input 2 that have probability distribution, consisting of a 60 260 field (big square) and a 10 210 field (small square). Input 1 is a nonuniform density in which fifty percent of the input signal comes from either of the two separate areas. Input 2 is a uniform probability density at each field. Shown in Fig. 14 are the quantization results from using Input 1, and Fig. 15 is from using Input 2. The bold dot in these figures denote the nodes generated after the training process. The corresponding MSE and entropy results are listed in Table VII .
Comparing Fig. 14(a)-(c) , we see that GCS-2 has the fewest nodes inserted in the small square area, this is because GCS-2 employs the strict equi-error criterion principle in that the squared input distance d 2 is used to replace the constant 1 (in GCS) as the resource variable.
As a result, GCS-2 shows the best performance in minimizing quantization error. GCS-2 also shows the worst performance in entropy in Fig. 14 , because the small area consisting of 50% of the input data points lacks enough nodes to achieve better nodeutilization. In contrast, Table VII shows that VC performs steadily in the sense that it has a good result in MSE as well as in entropy, even when the input is extremely nonuniform. This result demonstrates that, compared to GCS and GCS-2, VC can have better capability in harmonizing equi-error and equi-probable criteria. This viewpoint can be further highlighted, if we use a more uniform input distribution such as Input 2. As shown in Fig. 15(a) -(c), VC has the best performance in both MSE and entropy among the three networks. In addition, when tested the uniform input distribution, we see from Table VII that GCS-2 only improves little over GCS, even though it is a revision of GCS especially for learning vector quantization. Thus, the above experimental results have shown that VC can achieve good results in harmonizing equi-error and equi-probable criteria, for both uniform and nonuniform input distributions. This is a useful property, especially in situations where it is not possible to know the exact form of input distribution in advance.
D. Conclusions
We have shown that the vitality conservation principle and the simple competitive algorithm can be incorporated to achieve a biologically plausible self-creating capability. The resulting VC network has been shown capable of harmonizing learning quality and training speed. The underlying general principle in VC is exploited to achieve quite different goals than just estimation of probability density. The principle is to generate new nodes in such a way that the use of the resource variable vitality can facilitate the generation of a new node while avoiding the problem of trapping in a local minimum. Combined with a procedure of redistributing the learning rate variables [i.e., (14) in which adjusting learning rate is related to the input quantization error], the conservation principle provides a novel approach to the problem of harmonizing equi-error and equi-probable criteria. It has to be pointed out that the contributions to learning input weights by vitality per se are considered indirect, namely, the value of k (t) is perturbed during node generation/removal processes which in turn are facilitated by vitality. Also, when a limited network size is required, provision of node removal in VC is necessary in order to generate a new node to adapt to input changes. In selecting a node to be removed, the criterion used in VC is based solely on vitality, not on other cost functions pertaining to the applications.
An important issue of vector quantization or clustering relates to determining the optimum network size. In this paper, however, finding the optimal network size (given a value of MSE), as well as a rigorous neighborhood structure [25] , [26] for topology preserving tasks are not considered. Recently, the problem of characterizing the asymptotic codeword distribution [23] useful in estimating input data density for FSCL [9] has been solved. Thus, characterization of the asymptotic codeword distribution of VC is also an interesting future research topic.
